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as de leon learned from studying her archives in manila, fernandez taught writing to the elite
students at ateneo, then sent them into the streets for interviews and ethnographies of street

vendors and the urban poor. i found that to be her political mission as well: to turn to culture, to turn
to the working class, to turn to the vernacular in order to complicate [the] upper class, elitist idea of

the philippine global modernity, he said. though he prefers sarapwhich he sees as more explicitly and
also locally attuned to the philippines itself since fernandez wrote it before gaining global attentionde
leon said last year he would teach the hell out of tikim if it were more available. i came across tikim
at the age of twenty-one, a daughter of immigrants navigating the uncertain waters of identity. as a
survival mechanism, some filipino immigrants like my parents became adept at assimilation, at the

cost of language and culture. our familys embrace of all things american had not guaranteed a sense
of belonging. neither had assimilation completely erased all traces of filipino-ness, particularly in the
kitchen. the scent of garlic permeated every corner of our house, and we ate bangus with sawsawan
at least as often as macaroni and cheese. her published works include the widely read sarap (1989,
1988), and the classic palayok (2000, 1995). she also authored okinawa (1989) and japan (1991). in

2004, her book sarap and other stories was published in english for the first time and reprinted in
2008. sarap was the number one selling filipino cookbook in the philippines in 2010. in 2013, essays

on philippine food and culture was translated and published in english. other notable books are
silang, silang: the art of philippine cooking (1996), coconut and palm sugar (1998), and pork and pig

(1999).
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while filipinos in the united states were encouraged to establish families with filipino partners, the
u.s. government worked to turn the philippines into a sugar producing nation. as the american sugar
industry grew in the 1960s and 1970s, american producers began targeting the philippines for their
crops. the book is co-published with anvil, an independent nonprofit publisher that for 30 years has

produced excellent books on asian american history and culture, including asian american movement
history by bruce jay friedman. its editor, nick harrie, has said tikim is the perfect book to inspire

people to follow their dreams in their own communities. as the title suggests, one of tikims ambitions
is to spark a conversation that highlights foodways and helps us understand more about ourselves.

for me, tikim is a first step into bringing the food i love back to me. it is a journey to the original
filipino kitchen, the one that has been lost to modern americans, but that has been lived and fought
for by those with the courage and drive to preserve it. as for my own journey of food discovery, i've

spent the last decade reclaiming it. i started cooking filipino food when i started teaching high school
in huntington beach, california, and when i lived on the island of oahu, hawaii. i've even grown my

own food in my backyard, planting and tending a radish garden. suzara's book helped me remember
the root of those foods, the ancestral spirit of the land, and the generations of people who shared this
food, including filipinos and filipinos-americans. i think about how the diaspora has pushed us far, and

how eating on an island still feels like home. i think about how filipino food has been appropriated
and co-opted, and how it took an explosion of immigration and a new wave of filipino-american chefs

to make our dishes a part of our heritage. 5ec8ef588b
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